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In October 1999, Islamic fundamentalists entered a Muslim graveyard in northern
Kosovo with an order for the villagers: demolish their ancestors’ centuries-old graves. Special
attention was paid to obliterating any shrines
lamic tradition dominant in the Balkans that
emphasizes tolerance and respect for other religions. In their place, a mosque would be constructed that was “twice as big and twice as Muslim” as any that had existed in the village before.
These intruders were NGO workers from
the Saudi Joint Relief Committee (SJRC), an
umbrella group of Saudi and Gulf State charities that has since been linked to jihadi terrorist
activities across the Middle East.1 Since communism’s decline in the early 1990s, NGOs and
tion have proven to be innovations with tremenmine democracy and human rights around the
world. Long before Xi Jinping launched his Belt
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and Road Initiative or Putin began interfering in
elections around the world, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was using these tools to promote illiberalism and leverage their agendas. Saudi Arabia was able to turn NATO’s bombing of former
Yugoslavia—considered a proof of concept for
Western liberal interventionism at the time—into
a prime opportunity for religious radicalization.
On March 24, 1999, President Bill Clinton led the NATO alliance in a 78-day bombing
campaign against Serbia’s nationalist government, which had attempted to subjugate Kosovo’s
majority Albanian population through a brutal
campaign of ethnic cleansing. The U.S. intervention was regarded as a victory for democracy and
human rights, with Clinton even triumphantly
declaring in a speech to troops at the airport in
Skopje, Macedonia, “We can do it now. We can
do it tomorrow, if it is necessary, somewhere
else.”2 Yet the short war left Kosovo’s economy
in tatters and created a power vacuum that institutions established by the United Nations and
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